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All teams are different even if they have a lot in common. A team
going to the Commonwealth Games or Olympics may have a
once-in-a-lifetime focus for a particular performance on a
specific date. Teams in a league with efforts spaced out over a
year may approach their challenge differently. In business
Project Teams may be focussed on particular outputs and
outcomes with a deadline, whereas Operational Teams may have
a greater interested in ongoing and repeated performance.

This therefore is a rough guide of things to consider rather than
an exact plan or forumular, which will inevitably be different
according to circumstances. It is however based on real-life experience as Athletes'
Representative for the Commonwealth Games 2014, as a World Championships Rower and as
someone who lead and supported project and change teams.

If you are interested in projects, change or business integrations please contact me
Tim@AdaptConsultingCompany.com or phone +44(0)7797762051

WHAT IS A TEAM? 

Is it your peer-group of equals? Is it the people for whom your are the leader, manager, boss? Is it the
community, club, clique, company, or profession to which you belong or identify? This may be a simple
answer or you may find you have several relationships with different teams with similar or dissimilar
aims, objectives and expectations. Example: You might be a member of the Accounts Team, the
Leadership Team, the Change Team and feel pulled in different directions as a result. 

I think that Seth Godin's book Tribe sets a neat way to encapsulate the key elements of a team, as a
tribe. 

A tribe is a group of people connected to one another, connected to a leader, and connected to an idea. 
A group needs only two things to be a tribe: a shared interest and a way to communicate. 
Tribes need leadership. Sometimes one person leads, sometimes more. People want connection and
growth and something new. They want change. 

It should be possible to create a tribe that has its own.... 

1. Stories and Myths 
2. Rituals and Routines 
3. Symbols 
4. Control Systems 
5. Organisation Structures 
6. Power Structures 

Be aware however that what unites a team (goal, values, location, education, profession culture) also
divides or separate it from others. So whatever we do to unite against a foe, enemy, rival may create an
unhealthy simplification, conflict and personalisation against the other team(s) even within the same
organisation. For example Microsoft versus Apple may be seen as healthy team rivalry but Sales and
Marketing Team versus Compliance Team may not! 

PICK THE RIGHT PEOPLE AND CULTIVATE DIVERSITY 

Having 5 Accountants and nobody from IT, HR, Sales and Marketing, Operations, Compliance is bound to
compromise the strength of the group. When two people always agree, one of them isn't necessary. So
the strongest teams have diversity and some challenge, they can debate and reach consensus and play
to each-others' strengths. This is the value of Belbin Team Types and a good mix of DISC or MBTI



personality types. 

DISC personality types 

D stands for the DOMINANT Type which is OUTGOING and TASK-ORIENTED. 
I stands for the INSPIRING Type which is OUTGOING and PEOPLE-ORIENTED. 
S stands for the SUPPORTIVE Type which is RESERVED and PEOPLE-ORIENTED. 
C stands for the CAUTIOUS Type which is RESERVED and TASK-ORIENTED. 

Different personality types may suit different roles 

Belbin Team Role Types 

The Monitor Evaluator (thought-oriented) 
The Specialist (thought-oriented) 
The Plant (thought-oriented) 
The Shaper (action-oriented) 
The Implementer (action-oriented) 
The Completer/Finisher (action-oriented) 
The Coordinator (people-oriented) 
The Team Worker (people-oriented) 
The Resource Investigator (people-oriented) 

MBTI personality types 
Your personality type is made up of four letters, one chosen from four categories: 

Introverted vs. Extraverted: How you expend energy 
Sensing vs. Intuition: How you receive information 
Thinking vs. Feeling: How you make decisions 
Judging vs. Perceiving: How you see the world

ISTJ: Introverted, Sensing, Thinking, Judging The ISTJ personality type is generally practical and
responsible. They rely on logical decision-making, accomplishing tasks in an orderly and organized
fashion. ISTJ’s typically enjoy a neat and organized space, both at home and at work. ISTJs highly value
traditions, loyalty and order, making it sometimes difficult for them to be flexible during times of change.
Best careers for ISTJ personalities Actuary Attorney Civil engineer Curator Dentist Loan officer Medical
technician Proofreader Property manager Software developer

ISFJ: Introverted, Sensing, Feeling, Judging Conventional and grounded, ISFJs respect and strive to
uphold established structures and create and maintain orderly environments. They have a strong work
ethic that includes serving others and are dedicated to their duties. ISFJs are conscientious and
methodical workers who are not satisfied until the job is done. Best careers for ISFJ personalities
Accountant Account manager Administrative manager Bank teller Customer service representative
Elementary teacher Financial clerk Photographer Research analyst Showroom designer

INFJ: Introverted, Intuitive, Feeling, Judging This is the rarest of the 16 personalities. The INFJ
type is highly insightful about people’s needs, motivations and concerns. INFJs often find value in
relationships with others. While often artistic, creative and complex, INFJs are also deeply caring and
gentle. Often referred to as an advocate, INFJs often find meaning in work that directly helps others.
Best careers for INFJ personalities Animator Data management consultant Designer HR manager
Massage therapist Physical therapist Nutritionist Professor Psychologist School counselor

INTJ: Introverted, Intuitive, Thinking Judging The INTJ type is guided by reason and logic. They are
driven by gaining and using knowledge. They are highly confident and seek to reform and improve the
world around them. While self-confident, INTJs can be uncomfortable in large groups or among people
they don’t know well. They prefer to discuss ideas and facts rather than engage in superficial small talk.
Best careers for INTJ personalities Accountant Architect Business strategist Detective Managing editor
Microbiologist Psychiatrist Screenwriter Statistician Teacher

ISTP: Introverted, Sensing, Thinking, Perceiving The ISTP personality type is typically quiet and
observant. When a problem arises, they are tolerant, flexible and quick to find a solution. Organized and
practical, the ISTP values data, logic and facts to understand issues. ISTPs often find meaningful work
making and creating things, finding ways to make things work and learning along the way. Best careers
for ISTP personalities Airline pilot Chef Economist Health inspector Historian Investment banker
Landscaper Management consultant Mechanic Political scientist

ISFP: Introverted, Sensing, Feeling, Perceiving The ISFP personality type is usually friendly and
quiet. They enjoy observing and taking in the environment around them. ISFP typically prefer autonomy,



working in their own space and completing tasks on their own schedule. ISFPs highly value loyalty and
commitment in their personal relationships. Harmony is also important to ISFPs, avoiding confrontation
and keeping their opinions to themselves. Best careers for ISFP personalities Archaeologist Bookkeeper
Dietician Social media manager Social worker Occupational therapist Optician Pharmacist Translator
Veterinarian

INFP: Introverted, Intuitive, Feeling, Perceiving Because INFPs are highly curious, inquisitive and
innovative individuals, they are usually optimistic in their world view and can be an inspiring team
member. INFPs comprise just 2% of the population. They are highly creative, easily find connections in
hidden patterns and enjoy abstract thinking. Best careers for INFP personalities Archivist Counselor Fine
artist Film editor Fundraising manager Geographer Graphic designer Journalist Museum curator Nurse
practitioner

INTP: Introverted, Intuitive, Thinking, Perceiving The INTP personality type tends to be quiet and
contained. They enjoy abstract ideas, and deep thought about theories over interaction with others.
INTPs desire logical answers to questions or problems that arise in their environment. Often skeptical
and analytical, INTPs are great problem-solvers, helpful when certain business issues present
themselves. They are often highly creative, intelligent and attentive. Best careers for INTP personalities
Biomedical engineer Composer Computer systems analyst Environmental scientist Marketing consultant
Producer Professor Sales engineer Web developer Writer

ESTP: Extraverted, Sensing, Thinking, Perceiving The ESTP personality type is often referred to as
entrepreneurial. They are energetic, pragmatic and flexible. They eagerly search for fast results, often
taking risks to come up with the best solutions. ESTPs often do before they think, fixing and adapting
their processes as they go. ESTPs enjoy a fast-paced lifestyle by living “in the moment” and spending
time around groups of people. Best careers for ESTP personalities Actor Athletic trainer Chef Civil
engineer Entrepreneur Marketer Paramedic Sales manager Stockbroker Surveyor

ESFP: Extraverted, Sensing, Feeling, Perceiving Often seen as the entertainer, the ESFP personality
type is outgoing, friendly and generous. They enjoy spending time around others, spreading excitement
and joy both at home and at work. While practical and realistic in their work, they also value having fun
achieving their goals. They are energetic and flexible, encouraging others along the way. Best careers for
ESFP personalities Cosmetologist Event planner Firefighter Flight attendant General practitioner
Host/hostess Pediatrician Retail salesperson Theatre teacher Tour guide

ENFP: Extraverted, Intuitive, Feeling, Perceiving The ENFP personality type can be powerful in
many workplaces. The ENFP type is generally innovative, inspiring and often unafraid of taking risks.
ENFPs make up approximately 8% of the general population and include more women than men. They
are highly perceptive when understanding how individuals and groups function, making them natural
leaders inside organizations. ENFPs seek excitement, enjoy abstract and experiential learning, and seek
maximum potential in their career experiences and others. Best careers for ENFP personalities Campaign
manager Choreographer Editor Guidance counselor Massage therapist Real estate agent Sales
representative Screenwriter Urban planner Waiter

ENTP: Extraverted, Intuitive, Thinking, Perceiving The ENTP personality is ideal for entrepreneurial
thinking, whether ENTPs choose to own their own business or innovate within an organization. ENTPs
often struggle to meet deadlines and find it difficult to work within hierarchies, which can restrict their
innovative talents. ENTPs prefer to focus on the “big idea” and resist routine and repetitive tasks.
Instead, they prefer highly conceptual work, problem-solving and leaving details to others. Best careers
for ENTP personalities Attorney Business trainer Copywriter Chemist Creative director Environmental
scientist Financial planner Operations specialist Psychologist Systems analyst

ESTJ: Extraverted, Sensing, Thinking, Judging ESTJs make great executives, valuing tradition and
order. Strong character traits are important to ESTJs who respect honesty and dedication both in
themselves and others. ESTJs are practical decision-makers, looking for ways to quickly and effectively
see results. Organized and logical, ESTJs are good at both creating and implementing plans. They do not
shy away from difficult plans or decisions and work to bring others together toward a common purpose.
Best careers for ESTJ personalities Building inspector Business development manager Coach Financial
officer Military officer Hotel manager Paralegal Police officer Real estate agent Sales representative

ESFJ: Extraverted, Sensing, Feeling, Judging ESFJs are serious and practical, committed to their
responsibilities, and sensitive to the needs of others. They strive for harmony and are generous with
their time, efforts, and emotions, and are eager to please—both at work and at home. ESFJs value
loyalty and tradition and hold to a strict moral code. They typically enjoy their routines and maintain a
regular schedule that allows them to stay organized and productive. Best careers for ESFJ personalities
Bookkeeper Caterer Choreographer Corporate instructor Court reporter Fashion buyer Media planner
Medical researcher Office manager Optometrist

ENFJ: Extraverted, Intuitive, Feeling, Judging The ENFJ personality type is often charismatic,



empathetic leaders. They are highly intuitive when it comes to other’s emotions, needs and motivations.
ENFJs are often loyal and responsible, looking for ways to improve their team by leading with inspiration
and responsiveness. ENFJs often look for opportunities where they can make the world better and can
bring people together to make a difference. Best careers for ENFJ personalities Art director Editor
Executive assistant Market research analyst Mediator Motivational speaker Photographer Physical
therapist Real estate broker Sociologist

ENTJ: Extraverted, Intuitive, Thinking, Judging Often referred to as “the commander,” ENTJs are
natural leaders. The ENTJ personality type is often honest, ready to make quick decisions. They are quick
to spot inefficiencies and develop ways to solve problems. ENTJs highly value goal-setting, organization
and planning. They are charismatic and confident which helps them to rally a group behind a common
goal. They sometimes tend to be seen as harsh by those around them, using their drive and rational
thinking to achieve goals by whatever means necessary. Best careers for ENTJ personalities Astronomer
Budget analyst Business administrator Construction manager Database administrator Insurance agent
Judge Mechanical engineer Project manager Public relations specialist

MAKE THE TEAM THE RIGHT SIZE AND KEEP THEM CLOSE 

We know from the Dunbar Number that small teams work well, and beyond a certain size teams will
fragment into sub-teams. We also know that 5 people in a team have 10 relationships (each with each-
other in various combinations) but 7 people in a team have 21 relationships. So it is clear smaller teams
are better for communication, cohesion and collaboration. Add to this the Allen Curve that predicts that
proximity is the key (you get on with people closest to you, and whom you see the most) and it is clear
that team size and location (or connectedness) is critical 

CREATE THE ENVIRONMENT WHERE SUCCESS IS INEVITABLE 

I have long been a fan of the saying, "We create the environment where success is inevitable" which
apparently was written on poolside where Adrian Moorhouse was training as an Olympic Swimmer, and
which we has carried into his consulting business Lane4. 

This motivated me when I was Athlete Representative for the 2014 Commonwealth Games. I started
thinking about how do I create an environment where athletes can excel. I based my ideas around
Robert Dilts model "I can do that here" 

I – Is about me, myself, my core belief, my talent. (Individual) 
Can – Is about capability, competence, and capacity. (Belief) 
Do – Is about action, permission, freedom, responsibility. (Capability) 
That – Is about values, culture and behaviour. (Behaviour) 
Here – Is about place, environment and timing. (Environment) 

My approach being that by setting up the right Environment (space, kit, sights, sounds, access, privacy)
and modelling the right Behaviour (habits, routines, mottos, greetings, language) we can set-up the right
conditions for people to focus on Capability (practice, drills, functions, supported by data, video,
feedback) and Belief (coaching, mentoring, psychology). And all this will inform, support, nurture and
liberate that person to be the very best they can. 

CHECK PEOPLE HAVE EVERYTHING THEY NEED TO PERFORM 

6 Questions to determine successful leadership: your job is to make sure that the answer to each of
these questions is YES 

I know what is expected of me at work 
I have the materials and equipment I need to do my job right 
I have the opportunity to do what I do best every-day 
In the last 7 days I have received recognition or praise for doing good work 
Someone at work encourages my development 
At work, my opinions count 

HELP PEOPLE BE AND STAY IN THE ZONE 

In positive psychology, a flow state, also known colloquially as being in the zone, is the mental state in
which a person performing some activity is fully immersed in a feeling of energized focus, full
involvement, and enjoyment in the process of the activity. In essence, flow is characterized by the
complete absorption in what one does, and a resulting transformation in one's sense of time. Schaffer
(2013) proposed seven flow conditions: 



Knowing what to do 
Knowing how to do it 
Knowing how well you are doing 
Knowing where to go (if navigation is involved) 
High perceived challenges 
High perceived skills 
Freedom from distractions 

SO WHAT GOES WRONG? WHAT UNDERMINES A HIGH PERFORMING TEAM? 

Absence of Trust: When team members are unable to show their weakness, resulting in being reluctant
to be vulnerable and being open with one another. Team members will be afraid of admitting their
mistakes and will be unwilling to ask for help. 

Fear of Conflict: Lack of trust results in fear of conflict which in turn results in team members incapable
of engaging in debates or openly voicing their opinions. The team completely avoids conflicts which
results in inferior results. 

Lack of Commitment: Fear of conflict results in lack of commitment. As team members have not bought
into the decisions, they don’t feel committed to the same which resulting in an environment where
ambiguity prevails. 

Avoidance of Accountability: Lack of commitment results in team members not making each other
accountable. If one has not bought into the decision, they won’t make their peers too accountable. 

Inattention to Results: If the team members don’t feel accountable, they put their own needs [ego,
recognition, career development etc.] ahead of the team goals. This results in team loosing sight and the
company suffers. 

IF THERE IS ONE MAGIC INGREDIENT - WHAT IS IT? 

Google spent years studying effective teams. What matters isn't so much who's on your team, but rather
how the team works together. So what was the most important factor contributing to a team's
effectiveness? It was psychological safety - TRUST 

Google describes it this way: In a team with high psychological safety, teammates feel safe to take risks
around their team members. They feel confident that no one on the team will embarrass or punish
anyone else for admitting a mistake, asking a question, or offering a new idea. 

Key Elements 

1. Listen first. 
2. Show empathy. 
3. Be authentic. 
4. Set the example. 
5. Be helpful. 
6. Disagree and commit. 
7. Be humble. 
8. Be transparent. 
9. Commend sincerely and specifically. 

HOW BEST CAN YOU INTRODUCE TRUST 

You can introduce psychological safety through Coaching and Mentoring. Creating a safe environment for
people to think and feel. For people to express ideas and share thoughts. Coaching is a process that aims
to improve performance and focuses on the 'here and now' rather than on the distant past or future.
Good coaches believe that the individual always has ideas and opportunities to resolve whatever is
holding them back but understands that they may need help to define their goals, set their path, and
achieve their success. Coaching is about listening, reflecting, asking questions and unlocking people and
teams potential. 



Conclusion

This has been a look at teams, team composition, goals and behaviour. It is not a definitive guide, but
hopefully useful to indicate themes and share experience. If you are interested in business projects and
change, or teams, processes and performance please contact me Tim@AdaptConsultingCompany.com or
phone +44(0)7797762051
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